We help the world’s largest translation companies,
information providers, and government
organisations to adopt specialised, secure machine
translation solutions of superior quality, tailored
with subject matter expertise.

Why choose Iconic?
We created the world’s first patent-specific MT engine,
and deliver custom solutions for specialist industries,
including legal, life sciences, and financial services.
It’s MT with subject matter expertise.

MT is a force multiplier for growth, enabling
you to stay ahead of your competition.
Faster project turnaround
Translate large volumes into more languages, more quickly.

More accurate MT
Enhanced accuracy through sector-specific
terminology and subject matter expertise.

Increased revenue
Win more business and maximise profits with expanded
translation offerings (raw MT, light / full post-editing).

Reduced costs
Achieve faster translator speed through MT
with post-editing. More jobs in less time.

Continual improvement
100% guaranteed improvement over time by incorporating
post-editing corrections and translator feedback.

5 Simple Steps to Iconic MT
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1. Assess and Act
Iconic’s team of MT experts will consult with you, assess
your needs, and propose the most effective course of action
for your project, be it one of our existing MT solutions or a
customised offering.

2. Evaluate
Our quality assurance team will ensure the MT is fit for
purpose, whether it’s assessing productivity for post-editing or
translation usability for information purposes.

3. Integrate
Flexible integration is key to successful MT deployment. Our
IT team will work to make sure our MT fits just right into your
workflow, whether it’s directly through our API or via one of
our CAT tool connectors.

4. Translate
You’re ready to go! But it doesn’t stop there. Improvements
and updates are delivered through continuous engagement
with our expert team and directly through our translator
editing interfaces.

5. Grow
Once integrated we can work with you to expand MT to your
other projects, resulting in incrementally greater cost savings,
sales, profitability and brand value over time.

“Iconic is a highly personable company. Their
MT expertise is unquestionable. But what really
makes them stand out is their capability to
flexibly adapt solutions to make them fit just
right, ensuring better quality MT.”
Olga Beregovaya
Vice President, Language Tools, Welocalize

Our unique Ensemble ArchitectureTM combines statistics,
linguistics, and rules to deliver MT with subject matter expertise.

This is an example of one MT process. Our technology adapts to
suit each content type and language.

Exceptional MT talent
Our expert team of MT PhDs and specialist engineers constantly innovate
to deliver cutting edge MT software solutions.
We are MT experts.

Personalised service
Our clients enjoy working with us. We combine friendliness with a level
of professionalism and responsiveness that goes above and beyond.

Better quality MT
Our proprietary Ensemble ArchitectureTM enables superior MT engines
with a mix of statistics, rules, and linguistic engineering techniques
adapted to suit each content type and language.

Expert MT guidance
Our experience can guide you on how best to adopt MT, from best practice
and tailoring of engines to translation evaluations and technical support.

Long term, reliable partner
Our company is committed to providing reliable solutions in the
long run. Grow with us.

Ever wondered why Chinese is more difficult for MT than
Spanish? Check out our Language Challenge Series blog to find
out why: www.iconictranslation.com/news/

Contact us to find out how our MT services and solutions can
maximise your profit potential.
Iconic Translation Machines
INVENT Building, DCU Campus,
Glasnevin, Dublin 9, Ireland
info@iconictranslation.com
www.iconictranslation.com
+353 (0)1 700 8578

